OPINION

‘Bob’ used to be a
bloke’s name. Now
it’s 2007’s hottest
hairdo or Cate
Blanchett in drag,
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Paul Ewart has more
handbags than the
Grazia team put
together. For that we love the
Ahlan! super-stylist (as well
as being a teensy bit jealous)

FAG HAG

Cate Blachett gets
scarily into character in
her latest ﬁlm role
as Bob Dylan
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HOW TO…
WEAR ANDROGYNY
Whether you want to go the whole
hog in mannish get-up or simply
put a boyish spin on your style, you
can pull off the look with a few key
pieces. The cornerstone is a tailored
blazer or tux – think classic Armani or
Ghesquière’s sculptural jacket du jour
for Balenciaga. Make like Madonna or
Posh and add some slouchy mannish
trousers – perhaps with some braces
à la Marc by Marc Jacobs – or take
the cigarette pants route. Whatever
the combination, keep it feminine by
accessorising with killer heels.
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